
EconS 503 - Microeconomic Theory II
Homework #5 - Due date: Monday, March 7th, in class.

1. [FPA under complete information] Consider a �rst-price auction (FPA) with two
bidders, 1 and 2, with the following valuations for the object: v1 = 5 for bidder 1 and
v2 = 3 for bidder 2. Assume that bidders observe each others�valuations, and that
they can only submit one of the following three bids: bi = 0, bi = 2, or bi = 4.

(a) Represent the above complete information game with a payo¤ matrix.

(b) Which bidding strategies survive IDSDS?

(c) Which bidding strategies can be sustained as Nash equilibria?

2. [Expected utilities in two auctions] Consider an auctioneer o¤ering an object to
two bidders, 1 and 2. Every bidder i�s valuation is distributed in vi � [10; 20], which is
common knowledge among bidders and the seller. Assuming that bidder 1�s valuation
is v1 = 16, identify bidder 1�s expected utility if the object is sold using:

(a) An English auction. [Recall that this type of auction is equivalent to a second-
price auction, SPA]

(b) A �rst-price auction (FPA) where every bidder submits a bid that is linear in his
valuation, i.e., bi(vi) = �ivi + �i, where parameters �i and �i satisfy �i; �i > 0.

3. [An application of the Revenue Equivalence Theorem] In 1991 US Vice-President
Quayle proposed that the loser in lawsuit be required to transfer an amount equal to
her legal expense to the winner. Quayle claimed this would reduce the amount spent
on legal services. (Under current US rules each party pays its own legal costs.) Let
us model this argument by assuming that each party i = 1; 2 has a privately observed
value vi for winning a lawsuit, which is independently drawn from cdf F (v) (where
we assume that F (v) = 0 at the lowest value v). The two parties independently and
simultaneously decide how much to spend on legal services, and the party that spends
the most money wins.

(a) Obtain an expression for the amount each player spends under current US rules,
by using revenue equivalence with an ascending auction for the prize of winning
the lawsuit. What additional assumption(s), if any, did you have to make to use
the revenue equivalence theorem?

(b) Without doing any more calculations, use our model to evaluate Quayle�s claim.
What additional assumption(s), if any, have you made?

(c) In European legal systems the loser usually pays a fraction of the winner�s actual
expense. Without doing any more calculations, do you think this rule will increase
or reduce expected legal expenses?
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(d) Use the revenue equivalence theorem to obtain a di¤erential equation for the
amount l(v) each party spends under Quayle�s rules. Show that

l(v) =
v2

3

3� v
(2� v)2

satis�es your equation when valuations are drawn from a uniform distribution,
i.e., F (v) = v.

(e) Very brie�y, describe in words how satisfactory is the model.

4. [Public Good Game meets War of Attrition] Exercise 6.7 from Fudenberg and
Tirole.
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